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Wiener’s memoir is a rare
first-person glimpse into
high-flying, reckless startup
culture at a time of
unchecked ambition,
unregulated surveillance,
wild fortune, and
accelerating political power.

Publication date 2020
Uncanny valley is available in print and through Libby

Original article Guide to proper nouns not mentioned in the book

The transformation of big
tech into the engine room
of the American economy,
2019

A candid, colorful, and
comprehensive oral history that
reveals the secrets of Silicon Valley,
2018

A blistering, brilliant, and
hysterical examination of
this new ruling class,
2017
Inside the maddening world of fad-chasing
venture capitalists, sales bros, social
climbers, and sociopaths at today's tech
startups, 2016

Examination of what sets
Uber and Airbnb apart from
other “nonstarters”, 2017

Study of the “powerful, uberconfident men” who helped shape
the world-wide web in the 1990s
and became fabulously wealthy as
a result, 2017

An anti-Silicon Valley
manifesto from the
former editor of the New
Republic which contends
that Facebook, Google
and Amazon have made
us hopelessly dependent
consumers who are
robbed of choice, milked
for profit and easily
manipulated

Publication date 2017
World without Mind is available in print
Watch the author in conversation about the book

Starting in 1959, a team of social
scientists began work on the
“People Machine,” trying to learn
how to predict human behavior and
decisions. Over time, the team did
work for the Kennedy presidential
campaign, the Department of
Defense and The New York Times.
In many ways, it was a precursor to
big tech and its relentless hunger
for user data: Lepore calls the
company “Cold War America’s
Cambridge Analytica.”

Publication date 2020

“If our sin as scientists was
to make and use the atomic
bomb, then our punishment
was to watch The Beginning
or the End.”

“A satirical take on
the sometimes
frightening tale of
what happens when
the government and
particularly the
military get
involved in trying to
make a movie.”

Leo Szilard

Hollywood

Scientists

“…figure out a
formula for mixing
uranium and
plutonium with
stardust and
moonlight…”

Military

“Greg Mitchell's quietly amusing book…”
Wall Street Journal review

Conversation with the author
The Beginning Or The End is available through Libby
and hoopla

Publication date 2020

The tunnels : escapes under the Berlin Wall and the historic
films the JFK White House tried to kill2016

“Cliff-hanging saga of an intrepid young newsman
outplaying his own government to get the facts.”
Wall Street Journal review

Story of how one courageous American
reporter, New Yorker John Hersey,
uncovered one of the deadliest cover-ups
of the 20th century—the true effects of the
atom bomb. Released on the 75th
anniversary of the Hiroshima bombing,
Fallout is an engrossing detective story, as
well as an important piece of hidden
history that shows how one heroic scoop
saved—and can still save—the world.

John Hersey

“Recently, climate change has been
dominating headlines and
conversations as the existential
threat to human survival; yet
nuclear weapons continue to pose
the other great existential threat —
and that threat is accelerating.
Lesley Blume

Publication date 2020
Fallout is available in print and in Libby
John Hersey’s New Yorker article
Adam Gopnik interviews Lesley Blume

Everybody Behaves Badly, The True Story Behind
Hemingway's Masterpiece The Sun Also Rises is available
through hoopla

“The book should become the definitive
account of its subject.”
New York Times review

Martin Sherwin, "Gambling With Armageddon“
Publication date 2020
"Gambling With Armageddon“ is available in print
The author’s conversation about the book at the Aspen Institute
Voices of the Manhattan Project

Jack Kennedy

“A cartoonish account of the battle to thwart a Nazi
atom bomb annoys Ben Macintyre”
The Times review
“It all makes for an entertaining tale, one
that might entice the reader to pursue some
of the more detailed studies in the wide
literature on the topic.”
Wall Street Journal review
“The implicit premise of The Bastard Brigade"
- that the Germans were close to having an
atomic bomb - is historically questionable.”
Washington Post review

Publication date 2016

The Bastard Brigade is available in print
See extra photos from the book

Motley crew of
geniuses sent to Europe
during WWII to spy on
and sabotage Nazi
atomic bomb program

“The most definitive book on
the raid”
New York Times

"The Winter Fortress" metamorphoses from
engrossing history into a smashing thriller”
Wall Street Journal review

A story of how a team of
British and Norwegian
commandoes destroyed a
NAZI heavy-water plant

Publication date 2016
The Winter Fortress is available in print and through Libby

“I’ve spent the last few years reflecting
on my presidency, and in ‘A Promised
Land’ I’ve tried to provide an honest
accounting of my presidential campaign
and my time in office: the key events
and people who shaped it, my take on
what I got right and the mistakes I
made, and the political, economic, and
cultural forces that my team and I had
to confront then — and that as a nation
we are grappling with still.”
Barack Obama

Publication date November 2020
A Promised Land is available in print and through Libby

Greenlights, Matthew McConaughey

Publication date 2020
Greenlights is available in print
and through Libby

“In his new autobiography "Greenlights," Matthew
McConaughey enjoys spinning some personal yarns,
not necessarily because they sound cool but
because he believes they reveal certain universal
and teachable truths.”
New York Times review

“It isn’t linear. It doesn’t cover
everything. It’s kaleidoscopic in
structure.”

“Ironically, we
named ourselves
after the
Manhattan
Project, which
developed the
first nuclear
weapons, because
in rehearsal we
were so sure we
would bomb.”

Andre Gregory
Publication date 2020

It is an orgy of inconsistencies and
inexplicable technical choices.

New York Times review

Inside Story, Martin Amis

Publication date 2020
Inside Story is available in print

Drawing on thousands of years of
medical texts and recent cutting-edge
studies in pulmonology, psychology,
biochemistry, and human physiology,
Breath turns the conventional wisdom
of what we thought we knew about our
most basic biological function on its
head. You will never breathe the same
again.
Publication date 2020

Breath is available in print

https://www.mrjamesnestor.com/breath

“Apollo’s Arrow is an instant history of
an event that is by no means over.”
The Times Literary Supplement review

“…useful contribution to this initial wave
of Covid books, sensible and
comprehensive, intelligent and well
sourced, albeit a little programmatic and
dull.”

”…delightfully readable new book about
the culture and the coronavirus”
New York Times review

Publication date 2020
Apollo’s arrow is available in print
Author’s conversation presenting the book

Blueprint : the evolutionary origins of a good society
(2019) is available in print

A practical guide to how we can
positively adapt to a changing world

The New Long Life: A Framework for
Flourishing in a Changing World will be
available in print

Publication date December 2020

Ina Garten’s Thanksgiving dinner menu

Publication dates 2020

